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Will environmental issues challenge the General In a number of areas, however, the rules are
Agreement on Taiiffs and Trade (GATT)? Calls subject to wide-ranging interpretation and would
for a new round of multilateral trade negotiations benefit from clarification. This applies especially
on the environment have multiplied. Environ- to GATT's relationship with international
mentalists have kept up pressure to modify the agreements and also, in some cases, to the
GATT. Industries with higher environmental unilateral use of trade sanctions. Industries and
costs may seek protection from imports. policymakers also call for clearer rules for the

But the GATT, as a trade forum, is not the application of environmental policies with trade
right place to discuss environmental solutions, effects. Any attempt at unilateralism should be
contends Sorsa. Focusing on trade will only avoided.
distract attention from the true causes of environ- A closer look reveals some anomalies in the
menial problems. Legitimate environmental GATT with regard to environmental policy;
policies conflict little with GATT rules because these may merit further discussion. GAIT rules
the source of most environmental problems is on border adjustment may encourage the use of
not trade but prices that do not reflect environ- indirect policies, since these can be extended to
mental cost, subsidies to environmentally competing imports. Indirect policies can lead to
damaging activities, or unclear property rights. environmental costs being passed on to import-

Furthermore, the GATr imposes few ers, or to double taxadon of environmental costs.
constraints on the setting of domestic standards Legitimate policies may be left out for lack of
and environmental policies, so there is no specific reference to the environment in Article
environmental need to modify the GATT. On the XX. GATT subsidy rules may constrain burden-
contrary, by limiting the use of trade measures, sharing options for environmental policies.
which make for poor environmental policies, Clarification of the GATT rules would
GATr rules support good environmental prac- undoubtedly help counter increasing pressures to
tice. By restricting unilateral recourse to trade use trade instruments as a form of environmental
sanctions, GATT rules respect sovereignty and policy - and would help redirect attention
help contain power-based abuse of the trading toward the true causes of environmental damage.
system.
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The World Development Report 1992, "Development and the Env;ronment," discusses the
possible effects of the expected dramatic growth in the world's population, industrial output, use
of energy, and demand for food. Under current practices, the result could be appalling
environmental conditions in both urban and rural areas. The World Development Report
presents an alternative, albeit more difficult, path - one that, if taken, would allow future
generations to witness improved environmental conditions accompanied by rapid economic
development and the virtual eradication of widespread poverty. Choosing this path will require
that both industrial and developing countries seize the current moment of opportunity to reform
policies, institutions, and aid programs. A two-fold strategy is required.

* First, take advantage of the positive links between economic efficiency, income growth,
and protection of the environment. This calls for accelerating programs for reducing poverty,
removing distortions that encourage the economically inefficient and environmentally damaging
use of natural resources, clarifying property rights, expanding programs for education (especially
for girls), family planning services, sanitation and clean water, and agricultural extension, credit
and research.

* Second, break the negative links between economic activity and the environment.
Certain targeted measures, described in the Report, can bring dramatic improvements in
environmental quality at modest cost in investment and economic efficiency. To implement them
will require overcoming the power of vested interests, building strong institutions, improving
knowledge, encouraging participatory decisionmaking, and building a partnership of cooperation
between industrial and developing countries.
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I. Introduction

The relationship between GATT and environmental policy has been the subject of much
controversy. Environmental groups have called for a drastic reform of the GAIT and an
increased use of trade instruments to address environmental problems. The GATT Council and
the Group on Environmental Measures and International Trade have also entered the debate.
Trade officials seek to clarify the relationship of trade, GATT and environment; this claritication
is important both for the promotion of free trade and the adoption of proper environmental
policies. While the common goal of environmental protection is widely agreed, the means of
achieving the goal remain contested.

The debate thus far has revealed that GATT rules do not generally conflict with the
pursuit of efficient environmental policies. Trade as such is not environmentally destructive,
unlike subsidies to polluting activities, unclear property rights or inappropriate pricing of
resources. By limiting the use of environmentally-damaging policies - trade instruments and
unilateral sanctions - GAiT rules promote the search for more effective instruments and
cooperative solutions. Moreover, GATT's promotion of free trade generates growth, which in
turn makes it easier to allocate resources for environmental protection. GATT is thus very "pro-
environment. "

GAiT rules interact with the application of environmental policies in a number of areas:
subsidies, border adjustment of domestic policies, application of standards, pursuit of a number
of public policy goals. Some of the relevant rules are subject to varying interpretations .. the
context of environmental policies; this problem is compounded by the scarce case history on the
topic. A clarification of the rules is called for, both to avoid environment-related trade friction
and to provide clearer signals to policy-makers and investors on the parameters of the trade rules
in question. Most important issues relate to those international environmental agreements that
contain trade provisions, and to the use of trade measures to influence environmental policies
in other countries. Despite the recent Dolphin Panel report (see Annex I) between the US and
Mexico against extraterritoriality, countries continue to apply or plan measures whose
consistency with GATT rules is dubious.

Will environmental issues challenge the GATT? Calls for a new Trade Round on the
environment have multiplied. Environmentalists are keeping up the pressure to modify GATT.
Industries with higher environmental costs may seek protection from imports - differences in
environmental costs across countries can provide a basis for claims of unfair trade. This trend
is likely to continue as domestic policies increasingly take into account environmental costs. But
GATT, as a trade forum, is not the right place to discuss environmental solutions. Focusing on
trade will only serve to distract attention from the true causes of environmental problems.

Devel aping countries have started to follow the debate closely. They are often important
actual or potential contributors to global environmental damage, but too poor to devote resources
to protecting biodiversity or producing a cleaner environment. Their exports are confronted by
a jungle of differing environmental standards that increase costs and complicate market access.
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Their environmental carrying capacities can also attract activities that would be subject to higher
environmental costs in more developed and environmentally-saturated countries. Developing
countries are also claiming their share of the global commons, now threatened by past over-
consumption by the de ieloped countrics. Persuading developing countries to accept global
environmental conventions or to internalize environmental costs in general, may involve
substantial transfers from North to South.

This paper will discuss how GATT rules interact with national and international
environmental issues. It identifies areas that need clarification and provides some suggestions
relating to the on-going debate on GATr and the environment.

II. Basic Issues with Environmental Policies

The links between GA1T and the environment can be understood by means of a brief
review of some basic features of environmental problems and policies, and their relationship to
trade policies. These are the source and nature of environmental problems, efficiency issues,
enforcement and cost-sharing.

Nature and Source. At the outset it is useful to distinguish between national and
international environmental problems, although the distinction is not always clear in practice.'
Purely national problems fall within the jurisdiction of nation states; their solution is solely a
domestic matter. International problems affect all, or groups of, nation states; their solution is
constrained by considerations of sovereignty in international relations. Efficient solutions may
require multilateral action.

Environmental problems tend to arise from various types of market and government
failure. Environmental damage can be caused from production and consumption externalities.
These, in turn, can be aggravated by distortions in discount rates, ill-defined property rights, or
policy failures. In developing countries, environmental problems are aggravated by basic
problems of underdevelopment, population pressure and poverty. If environmental factors are
not accounted for in costs and prices, then market failure can result. As a result, common
environmental resources like clean air, water or the ozone layer may be consumed beyond their
point of renewal or sustainability. Government failure occurs, for example, if environmentally
damaging activities are subsidized. In practice, the complexity of many environmental problems
presents a significant public policy challenge (see box 1).

For environmental problems to be properly solved, their source must be correctly
identified. In most cases the source is not trade per se, but prices not reflecting environmental
costs, bad policies, ill-defined property rights, etc. As a transmitter of many externalities, trade

I Consider, for instance, the protection of bears. Whether such protection is a national or
international environmental issue seems purely a matter of judgement.
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may contribute indirectly to environmental
damage. But using trade instruments would, in
many cases, remove attention 'om the Box 1. Complexities of Environmental
problems' actual sources and do little 4.o solve Problems
them. Environmental groups, concerned to halt
deforestation, have proposed restricting trade in The environment is a broad concept, covering

goods like tropical timber. Yet, many studies issues from industrial pollution to biodiversity
have shown thatpthe true causes of ssie and global warming. Many such problems are

hvshw toexcessive subject to scientific disagreement and subjective
logging in many developing countries are land evaluation. Sustainable levels of carbon-dioxide
clearance for agriculture, and the poor's use of emissions or the health hazards of bormone-
wood for fuel. International trade accounts for grown beef are endlessly debated. Whether a
only about 1 % of yearly fellings (GAIT, problem is intemational or national in nature cn
1992). also be subject to differing perceptions.

Sustainability, which as a concept is itself
difficult to operationalize, can be location

Efriciency. The principal task of specific. It may depend on nature's capacity to
environmental policy is restoration or absorb environmental damage. Smog from a
maintenance of a sustainable balance between factory may not be a problem in a desert, but can
economic activity and its natural environment do great harm in heavily populated industrial
in the most efficient manner possible. Efcient areas exposed to multiple sources of air pollution.

environmental policies aim to correct the The environment tends to be a superior good -itsvalue increases with income. Some
problem or distortion in question as close as environmental problems have important inter-
possible to its source, while taking into account temporal elements. The numbers of polluters and
both local carrying capacities and values, and those polluted can differ from problem to
cost considerations. Once we accept that the problem - it is easier to solve difficulties between
environment has no infinite value, cost benefit one polluting factory and a small number of
analysis requires the equalization of marginal ofarmers between all cars and ay inhabitants
costs and benefits. Depending on the nature of ofmpligcat-etyniterrevention heeffidcenceyof
the problem, proper solutions mav also involve carbon taxes may be undermined if energy is
some degree of government intervention, and generally subsidized.
assignment or exercise of property rights.2

Efficient solutions to international
environmental problems may require
multilateral action; unilateral measures may be
costly to their solitary implementor, yet achieve only insignificant reductions in the global bad.
A high carbon tax in the United Kingdom, for example, would be costly to British industry, but
do little to reduce global warming.

Environmental policy instruments are often divided into two major types: market-based
instruments (assignment of property rights or tradeable permits, charges or taxes, or other
incentives working on prices), or command and control (CAC) instruments (regulations,

2 The issue was first raised by Coase (1963) and has been developed by Dasgupta-Mahler
(1991) among others.
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standards for emissions, products, or processes). Many surveys' have concluded that once the
real life complexities of environmental policy making (imperfect information, uncertainty,
administrative feasibility, costs of enforcement, etc.) are taken into account no explicit ranking
of policies can be made. Each case has to be examined on its merits. In developing countries
especially, administrative constraints or problems of effective enforcement may be significant
factors. Nevertheless, most studies confirm the greater efficiency of market or price based
instruments over quantity based ones like regulations. The latter impose the same rules on
everybody regardless of cost-effectiveness and are much less transparent, which can often lead
to anti-competitive behavior.

It is important to stress that trade policies are unlikely to make good environmental
policies.4 Restricting exports of an environmental "good" tends to lower its domestic price and
encourage its excessive domestic consumption. This can promote waste and discourage
technological progress in saving the resource. Ultimately, trade measures only address a part
of the problem and leave the main source of environmental damage untouched. In contrast, a
tax on the resource increases its price, reduces its total consumption and creates incentives for
change in behavior.

In some cases the use of trade measures may arise as a second best solution. Less
distortionary measures may be unavailable or ineffective, or trade measures may be needed to
complement other environmental policies. A product may present such high levels of immediate
environmental risk that controls on trade are necessary; imports of nuclear waste or of cancerous
substances are controlled in most countries. In such cases, curing the disease at the source
would take too long to prevent the damage. Peru faced bans on its food exports in many
markets during the cholera epidemic in 1991. Similarly, in cases where trade serves to transmit
an externality (in the ivory trade, for instance, production and consumption occur in different
countries), and domesdc administrative capacities are weak, some trade measures may be needed
to help enforce conservation policies.5 Trade instruments, or their threat, may also be needed
to curb free riding on international environmental agreements, if less distortionary measures like
negotiation or compensation are ineffective. They may induce participation in, or compliance
with, the goals of international environmental agreements, and help in denying non-parties the
opportunity to reap potential benefits without incurring any costs.

Enforcement of environmental policies can be based on punishment or reward. Higher
standards are of no use, if they are not complied with. This underlines the importance of correct
incentives and appropriate levels of standards. With international issues, sovereignty sets limits
to enforcement across countries and thus calls for a cooperative approach. In many cases,

3 See Nicolaisen-Hoeller (1990), Muzando-Miranda-Bovenberg (1990), Pearce-Markandya-
Barbier (1989, 1991), or Eskelund-Jimenez (1991).

4 For a survey see Dean (1991).

The ivory trade is analyzed in Barbier-Burgess-Swanson-Pearce (1990).
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rewards in the form of appropriate incentives are more likely than sanctions to induce lasdng
changes in behavior. Raising awareness and the application of moral pressure have succeeded
in bringing environmental concerns to the forefront of policy agendas in many developed
countries. In lower income countries, environmental quality tends to rank lower among
competing policy objectives ana can require more difficult trade-offs. Changes in behavior have
been influenced by incentives like debt-for nature-swaps, or environment-tied aid with te inical
assistance. In other cases, developing countries have been subject to punitive sanctions. Non-
compliance with regulations can be pu.;ishecl by fines, trade bans, and so on. The effectiveness
of such measures depends on the costs of non-compliance relative to compliance. Many
developing countries can ill-afford to maintain the environmental standards of richer countries,
making non-compliance the only available option.

Punishment or reward? With national problems, the most efficient solution depends on
the circumstances and problems at hand. It may also depend on perceptions of property rights.
Some European countries have determined that, with regard to certain forms of wildlife
protection, reward tends to work better than punishment. A farmer whose sheep are killed by
a protected bear will be tempted to kill it; in this, he is likely to receive the sympathy of other
local farmers, making the enforcement of fines difficult. But if he is compensated for the dead
sheep, he may leave the bear alone. In other cases, reward mechanisms may be simply
unavailable; littering, for instance, is subject to fines in many countries, since payment for non-
littering is impractical. With international problems, rewards or other incentives are better than
punishment in enforcing "good environmental citizenship". A country that protects bears should
not be allowed to restrict imports from other countries that do not protect bears or do so
differently. Such restrictions would not effect lasting changes in behavior and could lead to
wide-spread abuse of trade sanctions for other purposes.

Cost sharing. Sharing the burden of environmental measures' costs requires certain
judgements relating to the distribution of property rights. These can imply difficult distributional
choices. Does the polluter have a right to pollute or the pollutees a right to a non-polluted
environment? Investors, for instance, may claim that their previous acquisition of a firm
included rights to pollute. Privatization in Eastern Europe is suffering from a lack of clarity
about liability for past pollution. Exactly who should bear the costs of an environmental tax or
receive its revenues, will depend on how property rights are assumed to be allocated. Efficiency
should not be affected by the distribution of policies' costs: for example, economic efficiency
in reducing emissions does not depend on whether polluters are taxed or their abatement costs
subsidized.6

6 However, the method of financing does affect profits, as well as exit and entry. The OECD's
early 1980s' decision to make polluters pay for the damage they cause reflected a certain
perception of property rights. The decision was also strongly influenced by the desire to
prevent environmental policies from distorting trade and investment - the polluter pays
principle (PPP) was essentially a no-subsidy principle. Making polluters pay was also believed
to encourage research and development of cleaner technologies.
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The property rights issue can be important in the search for solutions to international
environmental problems. Countries generally feel that they have an exclusive right to their own
natural resources; Sv;eden wants to decide on the use of its iron ore deposits and Saudi-Arabia
on its oil fields. Any claims on them as being a part of the "global commons" is likely to meet
fierce resistance. Environmental groups often regard forests as global assets and argue that
countries over-exploiting them should be punished with trade bans. Developing countries, in
contrast, believe forests are their assets and want compensation for any restrictions on their use.
These are difficult issues for governments and countries to negotiate.

Important equity issues inevitably arise. Developed countries' industrialization did not
involve costs on carbon emissions - why should developing countries' industrialization do so?
Furthermore, if present unsustainability is related to previous over-utilization of the global
commons on the part of developed countries, this should be reflected in current cost-sharing
arrangements. The allocation of property rights and the right to tax have important income
effects within and among countries. Whether production or consumption is reduced should not
matter in terms of pollution reduction; but studies on global carbon taxes and permits have
shown that the distribution of net income is greatly affected by whether the tax is levied on
production or consumption or by whether the initial right to emit is based on income or
population. (Whalley, 1991)

III. GATT and Domestic Environmental Policies

By agreeing to common rules of conduct in trade the members of GATT (see box 2)
implicitly accept some iimitations on sovereignty. The benefits of doing so .bviously
outweighed the costs, witness the continued increase in membership (103 at present). GATT
is not a perfect treaty7, but is the best available to safeguard the interests of smaller trading
nations in particular. The rules apply mainly to the border treatment of products; fair
competition requires that all sources of supply be treated equally. GAIT rules are concerned
with how policies are applied, not why. GAITI does not set standards, but instead aims for its
rules to apply in a non-discriminatory manner.

GATT rules extend to domestic policies in only a few cases. The need to re, ilate certain
domestic practices that have considerable trade implications (like export subsidies) was
acknow;edged by the drafters of GATT. The Uruguay Round negotiations have attempted to
extend GATT rules to the protection of intellectual property and to investment policies, which
in many cases resemble implicit subsidies. Most other domestic policies fal outside the scope

7 Critics have pointed out the exclusion of many important policies affecting competitiveness
and border prices, like the exchange rate. The rules are also biased in favor of producer
interests; dumping calculations, for example, do not take account of consumer benefits from
lower prices. Recent critics note GATT's lack of coverage of many "modern trade" issues, like
services and competition policy. There are also calls for more extensive rules or for
harmonization of domestic policies affecting competitiveness.
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the Mast-Favored-Nation (M principlwheeby allsources -of impotts waretraed equailyl and its national
trWeatment prinDciples, whereby doincstio gooddimports ame su5ject to th sae treatment. Border prtectiot s
io be based on bound taiffs,: which hav g irasully bee towerd an sccesive notiatdi ioronds-. By binding its

*tariffs, a menber of 3A IT commts itself not tQ inceSe theoi-without compensation. Qatitative retrictiont (QR) :.
on expors or imports are, in principle, forbidden, Subsidies e traied, if the do not have trade effects.

* Eports canbe; taLxed ~.Ei~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. .i ..... ...
r * . . .. ~~~~~~~~~~.. .. . .. '. S''':....'iR.:'''".:.'j':* '.' f''':

* . i .' S :-::f The GATr recognizes the oeiscof externalitioe nkd non.economic objoctivee, and provies for some
flex'idityr oin its M devor elroomena plice, te exceptions contaiedn

.XX (b,g) that conaern the protectio of health, aima and pAnt life amd the conservatio:nof bexhustible ntul
resources. The einvionment as such ts not mentioned explicitly,i but most environmentav prolems are covered by
t Ihe above:. Other importa exeptionsare wavers fof specific pwpses agd by a totirof vote
-includig more ihaa half of contigpaniesAticl X measures to protect thbe tiaancof ,paets (cle
X.I :or naionl ecrty (Aiile XXI, ad saeurs(Aricle XX agint ufoeee re of imots,.
J f usification of policies tinder the exceptions requires tha themesueas fitst.boeeo found incompaible with the 
b : asic rules of OA1T. :In-iddition Part IV of the GAIT allows for .some exception or:deveopn coutries:

En m nformeant ai:Cn atblnig rihsadolatos hne o acqieW hsaesbett
copestid' Nncoitiac wiholgtoscnb" ujce to rtalitio,sieiisi h omowtdna

tbriff ncessitons. Bo heles andp ` GA prti omoai: a inovg
:efor: smans ca be aplidi.e disputet p p dea wao li t o 
th e i^~ aog paie. Eavlr antrlata eae hve be: ra.e t diiuebewe theUS m Meio iwoer

n fihatd with ietsalhin ise fidistyeiaed caso.Tri hav.e= o :s 'the as

ca es roflatinAtal tobirrticle XX.:m

gesing sGbsid.ies nd hal ieSulesfoe Pappicatson

of standards. ome new.agree gntar nrdicug-Abssion: DrftDeihononrPoutBned' orSvrl.Rsrc
<.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~s ovP vinwci VA ion. . ^i- 

in the Domestic Market, and Sanitary and oys Itary Ras:egulaoa ai e tat of he oS plaiv

t; the (isnerl Areeenvares in eaich cs&Th tadadsde, tot .xaipl 1 s anidpne.Arenn -

applie onlyto sinatorypartis (curentl about 40). im o poe.*wyo

of GAIT. Countries are: free to choose various production standards, or decide on types and
levels of internal taxes.

Many domestic policies have an impact on competitiveness and on comparative
advantage. According to GATI rules, the costs of these policies have to be borne by the
producers of the country concerned. Different levels of energy taxation, interest rates, and labor
laws all affect competitiveness, but are outside the scope of GAIT rules.

The distinction between policies that deal with products and those that deal with
production processes and methods is a useful one for the analysis of trade rules and thieir links
to environmer.tal policy. GAiT rules do not apply to production-related environmental policies.
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These are considered purely domestic and of no concern to the country's trading partners. But
for any policies affecting products as such, their sale or characteristics, GAIT rules require that
domestic and imported or exported goods are treated equally. This means that imports have to
comply with product-related environmental policies in the importing country.

A priori, there seems to be little in the GATT rules or principles that would run counter
to the pursuit of efficient environmental policies. By limiting the use of bad environmental
instruments like trade restrictions, GAIr even promotes the search for more appropriate policy
options that address the true sources of environmental problems. The parts of the GATr most
relevant to domestic environmental issues are: (i) basic rules on border adjustment (Articles I
and M); (u) certain exceptions for public policy goals (Article XX:b,g); (iii) the Standazds Code;
and rules on potentially unfair trade practices such as dumping and subsidies.

Basic Rules

GAT'r rules rely on two basic principles to guarantee non-discrimination and fair
competition: most-favored-nation (MFN) and national treatment. The MFN, which is
unconditional requires imports of a product to be treated equally regardless of source. National
treatment requires that products, once imported, must be subject to treatment 'no less favorable'
(regarding taxes, regulations, etc,) than that enjoyed by similar domestic product. National
treatment also means that the measures applied should not constitute disguised protection for
domestic production.

Two important concepts contained in the GATT text limit the scope of the basic articles
(Articles I and IED to product-related environmental or other policies: "unconditdonal MFN" and
"like product". The word unconditional implies that an importer cannot make entry conditional
on policies or conditions prevailing in the exporting country. The intention of GATI 's drafters
with regard to the MFN clause was to provide stability and to maintain the comparative
advantage enjoyed by the lowest cost foreign producers, regardless of value judgements in the
importing country about the desirability of policies that permit low costs (Kirgis, 1972). In one
dispute, a Blsgian domestic tax exemption from imports from countries applying social security
laws (a production-related issue) was determined as inconsistent with the unconditional MFN.

By limiting border adjustment to like products, GATI's drfters wanted to prevent the
adoption of protectionist measures based on artificial differentiation of products. A country
cannot classify a good as "dirty" or "clean", and thereby subject it to different taxes or rules,
if it differs only in its methods of production. In the past GATr panels have ruled, for example,
that domestic and imported whisky, and arabica and robusta coffee are "like products" and
therefore cannot be taxed differently. Tuna is tuna, or beef is beef, regardless af the methods
of production employed. GATT offers no definition for the concept; a case by case approach
has been considered most appropriate. Recommended criteria used have been: (i) end-uses in
the market; (ii) consumers' tastes and habits; (iii) the product's properties, nature and quality;
and (iv) inclusion in the same tariff schedule.
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Most product-related environmental policies will not conflict with these basic rules
provided they are applied in a non-discriminatory way. Imported and domestic cars can be
required to carry catalytic converters, conform to various safety requirements like seat belts, or
meet certain exhaust emission limits. Tradeable permits also fall in this category provided
imports are not subject to discrimination. Certain substances like asbestos can be banned from
both domestic and imported products. Countries are also free to adopt any domestic production
related environmental policies, since these are outside the scope of GAIT. They can ban all
logging, set strict standards for pollution emissions, animal protection, and so on. As long as
these do not affect the product, these standards cannot be extended to iinports.

In practice, the application of the rules can be more complicated, since the distinction
between product and process-related environmental issues is not always clear. For many health-
sensitive goods, whether or not a processing method influences the health risk contained in the
product (a product characteristic) can depend on debatable scientific opinion and varying
perceptions of safety levels. Whether grain-fed and hormone-grown beef are different or like
products can depend on whether hormones traces in the meat are considered a health risk to the
consumer. In the affirmative, the method of production can be considered as a product
characteristic, and imports should then comply with the rule. In many food and pharmaceutical
industries the concept of a product can have a very wide interpretation; for such products,
importing countries frequently require inspection of production facilities in exporting countries,
such as slaughterhouses. Some relevant guidelines have been established in the Standards Code
(see below).

The nature of many environmental measures can be such as to favor domestic producers,
and thereby conflict with the national treatment requireinent. The potential for disguised
protection arises especialy with less transparent non-price instruments. For example, in the
market for televisions all major producing countries have different local product and emission
standards. Although such rules are seemingly non-discriminatory, they obviously favor domestic
producers. This bias can be difficult to prove and is often a matter of judgement. A country
may require that textiles do not contain certain types of dye, which are kmown to be used only
by developing countries. Certain packaging requirements may disproportionately raise costs to
importers; recycling of bottles may be more costly for importers than for domestic producers.
A minimum content of recycled paper in products can be hard to meet by exporters with no
recycling facilities (see box 3).

Many of the above examples can be fully legitimate environmental policies, with which
importers must simply comply. One can argue, for example, that bottle recycling or packaging
can be sub-contracted (or, similarly, that an exporter can import recycled paper), so as to
comply with the relevant requirements in export markets. The line between a non-tadff barrier
and legitimate environmental policy can be extremely thin. The potential for non-tariff barriers
is reduced, the greater the transparency of the policies in question. If deemed protectionist by
the basic rules, some standards can be justified under the public policy exceptions of Aricle XX
(see below).
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For example, if the tax is directly levied on a
polluting process, it is classified as a direct tax
and consequently ineligible for border-tax-adjustment. The domestic producer must bear the
environmental cost as they would any other costs resulting from domestic policies. Competition
from imports prevents the domestic producer from passing the price increase onto consumers.3

Demands for border taxes to compensate for higher environmental costs in production are
deemed protectionist, like those for differences in labor costs, or interest rates. Petitions for
protection that are based on differences in income tax rates across countries are unlikely to
succeed.

GATT rules can give rise to various tax and regulation asymmetries. Indirect taxes can
be rebated on exports, whereas costs related to similar regulations cannot. For example, a tax
on chlorofluorocarbon use can be rebated on exports, but the producer has to bear the costs of
any regulation limiting CFC use that is imposed on the exported product. The rules may also
create some bias for indirect measures (box 4).

' See GATr (1971) p.10 for a discussion.
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Exceptions - Article XX

The Article allows contracting parties to deviate from their basic obligations for specific
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public policy goals, but under strict criteria.' The exceptional nature of the Article has also
been confirmed in very strict interpretations in the seven previous disputes - their summary is
annexed.10 It was originally drafted for quarantine purposes. But despite the special treatment
allowed for certain externalities, the provisions of the Article promote the search for optimal
environmental policies. Trade measures can be justified as second best, if they are necessary
and no other less distorting policies are available.

With regard to environmental policies, the Article has been subject to various
interpretations; relevant case history is scarce. The resultant uncertainty can lead to protectionist
abuse and to the adoption of inappropriate environmental policies. The most important issue is
whether the Article can be applied to enforce -nvironmental policies in other countries
(extraterritoriality). In the Dolphin case the US argued that, since the headnote does not mention
where the "object' of protection should be located, the Article could be applied extraterritorially.
The Panel stated that the relevant drfting history indicated that its application should be
restricted to areas within a country's own jurisdiction. Other sources of concern have been its
scope (the environment is not included in the specified public policy goals) or what types of
measures, inconsistent with the basic rules, are covered. This has led to some concern as to
whether all legitimate environmental measures are covered, and whether the Article justifies
subsidies.

Uncertainty has not been totally eliminated by the recent Dolphin Panel report (see
Annex I), which ruled against extraterritorial application of the Article. The report has not been
adopted and countries continue to plan and apply policies with extraterritorial implications. The
EC has proposed banning imports of fur from animals caught with leg-hold traps. Austria and
the Netherlands have faced proposals to ban imports of tropical timber from countries that do
not have sustainably managed forests. Sweden and Switzerland face pressure to extend to
imports a domestic standard forbidding chicken to be grown in cages. The US continues to ban
imports of tuna from countries where fishing practices differ from theirs or from countries that
buy 'dirty tuna'.

The compatibility of environmental measures with Article XX in previous dispute cases
has had to pass three "tests": (a) do they fit within the Article's scope; (b) are they 'necessary'

lhe headnote to the article requires the measures to be applied without " arbitrary or
unjustifiable discrimination' between countries where the "same conditions prevail", and so
that they do not constitute 'disguised restriction of international trade". Most relevant for
environmental policies are Article XX(b) and (g). The use of the Article requires that the
proposed measures are "necessary" to protect human, animal or plant life or health (Article
XX:b); or "relate to" the conservation of exhaustible natural resources (XX:g). Article XX(h)
exempts international commodity agreements from GATr basic rules under certain criteria.

Most Article XX cases have concerned natural resources, and in only one of the seven cases
was the measure used justified.
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or "related to" its provisions; and (c) can they be applied in a non-discriminatory manner. For
example, in the case of chicken regulations, the following questions (at the least) would arise.
Does being grown in cages affect chicken as a product? Chicken are unlikely to qualify as an
exhaustible natural resource, but are part of animal life. Under what criteria would they qualify?
Is the measure "necessary' for the protection of chicken welfare or consumer welfare in the
importing country? How can this be judged? Is it based on scientific evidence? Does being
raised in cages damage chickens' health, or the health of chicken consumers? How can this be
judged?

Scope. The issue of scope raises definitional problems. What is an "exhaustible natural
resource"? What does "protection of human, animal or plant life" cover? GATr panels have
explicitly stated that, although they do not judge the goals of policies as such, they have to
decide whether a policy falls within the scope of the Article. In many cases this can be a
difficult task. In the Thai cigarette case (Annex II), the Panel did not take any stance on
whether a reduction in smoking is desirable, but stated that smoking can be considered hazardous
to health. In the Dolphin Case, there was some confusion over whether dolphins are an
exhaustible natural resource. Scientific reports presented stated that the specific dolphin species
in the Eastem Pacific that were covered by the case, were not in danger of extinction. Nor were
they included in the CITES (Annex II) list of endangered species. What would then distinguish
fishing in general versus fishing a specific species, either tuna or dolphin? However, dolphin
protection can fit within the "protection of animal life". This raises a similar issue: when is
hunting or fishing a part of animal protection, and when is it legitimate agricultural production?
How is the line to be drawn? In the Dolphin case, Mexico argued that "exhaustible natural
resources" only included resources like minerals and thus excluded living animals. Article
XX(b) would then apply only to animal populations as a whole and not to individual animals.
Limiting the extraterritorial use of the article or restricting its scope to product-related issues,
avoids many sensitive definitional issues with regard to animal protection or environmental
concerns in other countries. Thus a country cannot restrict trade with another country on the
grounds that it allows its farmers to kill bears that eat their sheep or cows.

Definitional problems may also arise with product-related policies. Would bottle
recycling fit within the article's scope? Can recycling be linked to the protection of human,
plant, animal life or health? Or can it amount to the conservation of non-exhaustible natural
resources? The existence of health risks can, of course, be disputed. In 1991, when countries
restricted food imports from Peru during its cholera epidemic (involdng Article XX), Peru
argued that there was no health risk attached to its exports. In the Thai cigarette case, the Panel
relied on an expert report by the World Health Organization to establish the dangers of smoking
to health.

Necessary. The second condition, 'necessary" in (b) or "relating top in (g), is of
fundamental importance in terms of the article's use and its link to efficient environmental
policies. The trade (or other) measure proposed for health or conservation purposes must be
necessary for the realization of the stated objective; it must also be the only such measure
available under the particular circumstances in question. This means that the country involdng
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the exception has to show that it has exhausted all other less distorting measures available to it.

Trade measures seldom fit the necessary criteria." In the Thai cigarette case, the Panel
concluded that information camin iigns, bans on advertizing, and similar measures directed
against smoldng were more appropriate than trade restrictions aimed at the same end. In the
Dolphin Case, the Panel stated that the US could have proposed an international agreement to
discuss dolphin protection, but that restricting tuna imports from third countries buying Mexican
tuna was hardly the least trade distorting measure for the protection of dolphins. Some other
cases have required the measures applied to have "the least degree of inconsistency with other
GATT provisions" or to be "the least trade restrictive' measures that are reasonably available.12
It should be relatively easy to demonstrate that policies aimed at forest management are more
likely to be "necessary" for conservation than are export bans. Another "less distortionary"
measure available could be a ban on all logging or a prohibitively high export tax. It is
somewhat unclear whether a subsidy could be justified under the article.

GATT lacks specific criteria for the determination of "necessity". Its interpretation can
force GATT panels to issue implicit judgements on the optimality of environmental policies.
There are fears that this could lead the GAIT into areas well outside its trade mandate;
"traditional" GATT panelists are trade, not environmental, experts. How then, should GATr
judge the numerous recycling and packaging requirements legislated recently in many countries?
How can they be shown to be both the least trade distorting measures available and necessary
for the solution of the problem? Is bottle recycling the least trade distorting option for the
reduction of waste? How is this to be judged? Is obliging a car producer to dispose of old cars
the least trade distorting policy available in Germany to reduce waste and resource use? GATE
panels can seek outside expert advice; in the Thai cigarette case, for example, the World Health
Organization was consulted. The uncertain scientific evidence or value judgements involved in
many environment-related issues can pose serious difficulties for the dispute process and for
policy makers wanting to comply with the rules. Unquestionably, policy-makers and investors

" With purely national problems, the necessary requirement could also be used to argue that
processing methods cannot be extended to imports. It would be difficult to demonstrate that
restrictions or taxes on imports of products, which pollute in another country, are "necessary"
for health protection in the consuming country.

I In a case concerning fish landings in Canada under the US-Canada FTA (which closely
follows GATT Article XX), the Panel developed the following criteria for "necessary" by
comparing: (a) estimated costs of health, safety and environmental regulations (benefits of
policies must be worth the costs), (b) evidence on who bears the cost (would the measure
have been adopted if nationals would have borne the total cost?), (c) judgements as to
whether the measures would have been implemented in the absence of trade effects. Canada
required all exported catches of unprocessed salmon and herring to be inspected, counted and
monitored so as to preserve its fish stocks from overexploitation; the US claimed these
requirements were inconsistent with GAIT. The Panel concluded that the Canadian
requirement to inspect some fish leaving its territory was not necessary for environmental
purposes, since domestic vessels were not subject to similar requirements. See Runge (1990).
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would prefer clearer rules.

Previous disputes suggest that the "related to" concept seems somewhat easier to justify
with regard to conservation measures than its "necessity" counterpart. The text also contains
a statement "in conjunction with restrictions on domestic production and consumption." Dispute
cases have checked whether the measure is "primarily aimed" at conserving an exhaustible
resource, usually by determining whether domestic consumption or production was subject to
similar measures. Restrictions on exports only have been considered as not meeting the
"primarily aimed" test. Bans on log exports from Indonesia!3 or from US govemment forests
would not qualify, unless domestic logging were similarly restricted. This reflects the basic non-
discrimination principle of GATr. Restricting exports only tends to lower domestic prices and
give an implicit subsidy to domestic processors of the product. Thailand, for example, has
banned all logging.

Non-discrimination. Another requirement for compliance with Article XX is that
measures should not amount to "unjustifiable" or 'arbitrary" discrimination between domestic
and imported products. In the Dolphin Case, for example, the US measure may have qualified
as discriminatory. While US fleets knew their dolphin Ill-rate before the fishing season,
foreign fleets were allotted theirs' only after the season. Moreover, the "necessity" of such
discrimination could be justifiably questioned.

A measure's exceptional nature or its public policy goal may legitimate some
discrimination. In Canada some states levy taxes on non-returnable alcoholic beverage bottles;
the tax is levied on domestic and foreign producers alike. Yet if the purpose of the policy is
environmental protection, the fact that other soft drinks are exempt may raise an issue of
discrimination. Is the discrimination justified by the fact that beer or other alcohol-containing
bottles can be the main source of glass waste? It might also be argued that transporting lighter
plastic bottles uses less energy, thus reducing the environmental harm of the product, or that
some plastic bottles are recyclable. Would the tax on non-returnable alcoholic beverage bottles
be both necessary, and the least trade distorting policy available, to achieve the environmental
objective?

If extended extraterritorially, the application of the non-discrimination principle could
raise a number of difficult issues. In the Dolphin case, for instance, were Mexico, Vanuatu and
Venezuela the only countries not complying with the measure? Mexico argued that the US
embargo was discriminatory, because it only applied to one geographic area. But how could a
given measure ensure that all offenders (and no others) are punished? It would be easy for
countries to pick undesired competitors as environmental "sinners" and apply discriminatory
trade restrictions accordingly. It has been argued that in the Dolphin case the US measure
effectively restricted trade for reasons unrelated to dolphin protection. All tuna imports from
Venezuela and Mexico were restricted, even those that may not have contributed to dolphin

1" GATT rules would allow Indonesia to tax the log exports.
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killings. How could tuna-fishing that killed dolphins be distinguished from that which did not?
Was the measure either necessary, or the least trade distorting option available?

The Standards Code

The Code was negotiated in the Tokyo Round (1979) to facilitate the application of
standards in international trade and to prevent their abuse as non-tariff-measures. The Code
does refer to the environment among the stated public policy exceptions. The Code is a free-
standing agreement that applies to its signatories only (currently numbering around forty). Its
main obligations are a commitment to follow agreed guidelines in setting and applying standards
that have trade effects, and their prior notification to other signatories. According to most
interpretations the Code cannot be invoked to restrict trade. Restrictions, to be justified, require
the use of Articles I and m of the General Agreement or of the exceptions in Article XX. In
cases of conflict with the General Agreement (like broader coverage or inclusion of production
methods), it is the latter that is likely to overrule enforcement.

The Code's main instrument is its notification requirement. Increased transparency has
been considered an important way to reduce the trade friction standards might otherwise
generate. The application of standards is subject to rules similar to those contained in Article
XX. The Code explicitly recognizes that health and environmental concerns may override trade
rules, but encourages the search for and the application of least trade distorting alternatives. The
Code also recommends the use of harmonized international standards.t4 Its dispute settlement
procedures make reference to the use of scientific evidence.

Some of the Code's provisions have been subject to different interpretations by its various
signatories. Production-related measures, for instance, are indirectly referred to in the Code:
if countries circumvent their obligations with regard to product standards, then dispute
procedures can be invoked over production methods. This has led some parties to conclude that
production-related measures are covered. The Code also mentions the "like product" concept,
which could limit broad interpretations of the provisions relating to production methods. The
Standards Committee has discussed the issue in the past, but without agreement. If the Code
were to allow its signatories to actually restrict imports, then the issue would be of greater
importance. But if notification is the only obligation, the coverage issue has less impact for
trade relations.

The Uruguay Round negotiations have revised the Code in some areas. Production
methods are covered in the latest draft, but only inasmuch as they affect the characteristics of
a product; production standards without such effect would remain outside the Code's scope.
Other changes are the extension of the Code to certain levels of local government. The use of

' Contrary to the belief of many environmental groups (especially in the US) the Code does
allow countries to adopt higher standards, if they are justified.
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scientific evidence as a basis for standards is made more explicit. The principle of
proportionality is to be used in judging whether standards are reasonable, given their stated
purpose.

The Code's bias for harmonized standards may be the main issue affecting efficient
environmental policy. Harmonization, particularly of product standards, has obvious advantages
in reducing exporters' trade costs. It also reduces the potential for disguised protection that is
sometimes concealed in nationally-tailored standards. Harmonization has much appeal to
proponents of fairer trade, since the harmonization of policies or standards reduces international
differences in competitiveness. But with many environmental problems, location and carrying
capacity will influence the choice of optimal standards, and harmonization can lead to
inappropriately costly choices. This problem may be especially acute where countries have
radically different income levels. Further, harmonization can reduce comparative advantages
and thereby gains from trade; it can lead to the adoption of the lowest common denominator to
accommodate the wishes of all countries.

Dumping and Subsidies

Subsidies with trade effects are regulated by the GATT. Under the existing rules export
subsidies on non-primary products are prohibited; production subsidies in exporting countries
can be countervailed, if they cause injury to an industry in importing countries. This means that
environmental or other subsidies of a more general nature can be GAlT-compatible, if their
trade effects are small. The definitions of subsidy, injury, industry, causality - despite years
of negotiation and revision - remain vague and their practical application is consequently
problematic. The texts under negotiation in the Uruguay Round contain some modifications to
the subsidy rules, including an attempted definition of allowable subsidies. 'Non-actionable
subsidies", are defined as those related to research and development and structural adjustment
assistance; subsidies for environmental protection have been deleted from the latest draft.'5

The GATT's subsidy rules can restrict options for sharing environmental costs. To avoid
unfair competitive advantages, they implicitly recommend that polluters pay for abatement. Yet
a limited use of general subsidies that would allow the burden of environmental costs to be
shared, could mitigate protectionist pressures.

GATT also prohibits dumping, if it causes injury to an importing country's industry.
Dumping is defined as seLling below cost, which can happen if the seller charges different prices

5 These included those linked to: (i) adaptation of existing facilities to nOw environmental
policies, provided the subsidy is one-time and limited to a 20 % of the costs of adaptation,
and strictly linked to the pollution measure; (ii) adoption of new equipment or processes,
which will avoid, reduce or eliminate pollution more than existing laws, provided the subsidy
is for R&D to develop the products or to disseminate less polluting techniques, and is one
time and limited to 20% of total costs.
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at home and abroad, or if costs are below a constructed value. With environmental costs, a
substantial margin can be easy to identify, but a small discrepancy may go undetected. The
environmental cost would have to be that of the producing country, where physical conditions
can differ substantially and be difficult to estimate. Lower environmental standards are unlikely
to cause differentiation between domestic and foreign markets.

Many environmental groups have proposed the use of anti-dumping or subsidy rules to
impose duties on imports from countries with different environmental policies (eco-dumping).
Producers also see lower or non-existent environmental standards in competitor countries as a
source of unfair trade. Governments that fail to make their producers pay for environmental
costs are implicitly subsidizing them."' Present GAIT rules are unlikely to accommodate
restrictions designed to counter eco-dumping. Since dumping essentially concerns the behavior
of individual firms, it would be hard to prove non-compliance with a non-existent policy, or that
the policy in question sets environmental standards at an undesirable level. Subsidies, it could
be argued, are generally available. If environmental costs are a small share of total costs, the
implicit subsidy is unlikely to cause injury to a foreign industry. Some industrialists have
proposed countervailing duties against goods from states maintaining different policies towards
the global commons. But if implicit subsidies were to become a source of unfair trade, the
practice could open a door for abuse for all kirds of purposes; differences in social benefits,
wages, etc., could all become targets for unfair trade action.

Attempts to use the rules so as to prevent eco-dumping would likely run into difficult
measurement problems and correspondingly high risks of trade harassment. The objective
determination of a country'3 "proper' environmental costs would clearly be difficult. An
investigator would have to identify the optimal or sustainable level of environmental protection
for the firm in the exporting country, and assess its consistency with present policies. The exact
duty would then depend on differences in environmental costs and quality levels in the two
countries. Countries may also pursue different types of policy to achieve similar environmental
objectives. Furthermore, one product or process can be linked to numerous types of pollution:
air, soil, water, etc. The optimal 'duty' may have to address situations were one type of
pollution is covered and others are not, and weight all possible costs, current policies' impacts
and the lack of optimal policies. Policies chosen by a particular country may have different cost
implications for domestic and foreign producers. To account for such differences for the
millions of different types of products circulating in international trade at each point in time,
would be decidedly difficult.

The current use of energy taxes provides one Ulustrative example of policy differences
and the problems of assessing implicit subsidies. Energy use can be linked to various types of
environmental damage. Countries have taxes on different types of energy, on products that use

Recently the US has introduced countervailing duties on Canadian soft-wood lumber on the
grounds that the Canadian government charges stumping fees that leave Canadian timber
prices below world levels.
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energy (like cars) or on their use (toU roads, bans on car use in cities, subsidies to other types
of transport). These measures affect energy use at different stages of production and
consumption. Even within Europe, where energy taxes are generaUy higher than in the US,
differences across countries are large. Taxes on gasoline vary from a few to several hundred
percentage points. Attempting to impose additional import duties to compensate for differences
in the impact of sub-optimal energy taxes on different products, would be cumbersome.

Perhaps the most important issue from the environmental point of view is whether
countervailing eco-dumping duties would achieve the desired environmental objectives. If the
duties are low (and past studies show average environmental costs as only a few percentage
points of producer costs), their influence on behavior or policies in other countries is likely to
be small. Their most significant impact would came in the form of additional protectionism for
domestic industries and an accompanying expansion of public bureaucracies.

IV. GATT and International Environmental Policies

The relationship of the GATr to various international environmental agreements has been
subject of much controversy. At present a number of international environmental agreements
contain trade provisions, which may be in conflict with their signatories' obligations under the
GATT. This has raised a number of legal issues as to whether (and on what basis) a multilaterl
treaty may override another"7, or when a treaty can be considered multilateral or international.
Apart from the purely legal issues, policies addressing intemational environmental problems may
raise GAIT considerations in a number of different situations; international environmental
treaties may contain common agreement on the use of a policy instrument that fails within the
scope of GAIT.16 A treaty can define common environmental targets, but leave the choice of
implementation policies to the signatories. Subsequent measures chosen may independently fall
within the scope of GAIT. Similarly, a treaty may authorize the use of trade measures as
sanctions to enforce compliance or prevent free-riding.

Since international environmental problems affect several countries, their solution has to

'/ According to the so-called Vienna Convention, if successive treaties are related to the same
subject matter and parties to earlier treaties were also parties to later treaties, the earlier
treaty applies only to the extent that its provisions are compatible with those of the later
treaty. A specific provision would override a general one. The practical application of this to
GATT and environmental treaties raises many difficult questions. As the GATI has been
modified several times, what would be its exact date of origin? What counts as the same
subject matter? When is an agreement multilateral?

" Although the measures are implemented nationally, the decision on a common policy
instrument may result in obligations for its signatories that are different from those where
treaties leave countries free to chuose their instruments to abide with commonly agreed
objectives.
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confront two basic problems: (i) how to dete mine the international nature of the problem; and
(ii) how to influence behavior in countries with different values and priorities. Courtries tend
to set different values on environmental goods; the elephant, for instance, may be a highly
valued asset to environmental groups in developed countries, but a nuisance to lo'al farmers
living next to the elephants. A farmer's incentive to protecting an elephant that destroys their
corn crop is likely to be small unless the animal contains some value to them as well. Western
Europe is greatly concerned about the environmental risk posed by poorly maintained nuclear
power plants in Eastern and Central Europe. But the perception of risk in their host countries
may be lower, given the scarcity both of alternative sources of energy in the short run and
resources for investment in cleaner technologies. Moreover, establishing true levels of
environmental damage can be easier for industrial pollutant emissions than for biodiversity
losses. While it is relatively simple to agree or prove the hazards of acid rain, the extent to
which the killing of animals with foothold-traps is an international environmental issue is more
controversial.

The international nature of the problem calls for cooperative approaches to defining
problems and in Lgreeing their solution through negotiation or compensation. Sovereignty
considerations will tend to limit countries' capacity or authority to influence each other's
policies. If cooperation fails, the temptation to resort to coercion can be high, since the damage
caused to one country by another can be substantial; acid rain, for instance, can destroy
economically important, high value forest or tourist areas. But coercive action seldom produces
lasting results, given the uncertainties and different values involved in many environmental
problems and their solutions.

In countries where environmental awareness is on the increase, negotiation with moral
suasion can have an impact on policy. For example, the International Whaling Convention
(summary in Annex E) has no effective means to enforce the reduced catches its provisions
stipulate. However, moral pressure has played an important role in disciplining countries'
compliance with globally set moratoriums (although admittedly unilateral sanctions, or threats
thereof, have at times also been used).

Compensation is common especially between countries with widely differing income
levels.9 Thle "bribes" involved can take many forms. For example, multilateral and bilateral
aid is increasingly conditional on environmental policies. Debt is being swapped for nature -
a way to earmark funds for environmental protection. Some Nordic countries have determined
that paying for industrial clean-up in Poland constitutes a more efficient method of reducing air
pollution in their own territories than any purely internal environmental policy. Spain has
offered to pay certain north African countries to control pollution in the Mediterranean - a

9 The use of compensation is not without caveats. The polluter may increase pollution so as
to obtain more compensation. Unless payment is clearly linked to the source there may be
no guarantees that pollution will actually be reduced. Conditionality may be resisted by
recipient countries. Paying someone for not doing a "bad"thing may be morally unacceptable.
Paying whale catchers for not killing whales can be difficult to justify politically.
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potentially serious nuisance to its tourist beaches. Austria has offered to pay the Czechs to close
down a Chernobyl-type reactor 60 km from Vienna. The EC has offered technical assistance
and money to improve safety in various nuclear plants in Eastern Europe. In many of these
cases, trade or other sanctions could be counterproductive, since they would further limit the
resources available for environmental protection. Lower income countries simply do not have
the resources to comply with unilaterally-forced international standards.

Coercive solutions are also likely to run into conflict with GAIT trade rules. GAiT has
no say on moral suasion. Payments to polluters may come to conflict with its rules on
discrimination, if they take the form, for instance, of concessions on market access, instead of
financial transfers. Non-cooperative solutions, in the form of trade sanctions, also risk
conflicting with GATI. GAIT rules have great re,spect for sovereignty and condemn the
unilateral use of trade measures, even as sanctions.2Y GA7T provides a rule-based system for
solving trade or other disputes, not a power-based one. The principles of non-discrimination or
MPN are guardians of multilateral discipline.

Much of the discussion about GATIT rules and national policy applies to international
environmental policy as well. Regardless of purpose, trade restrictions are against GAlT's
basic rules,2' but can be justified under the public policy exceptions in Article XX. GA1T also
allows for its signatories to waive their GATr obligations under certain circumstances. Whether
Article XX can be interpreted to accommodate international environmental agreements is
currently under debate. The most restrictive view (expressed by the Dolphin panel) recommends
against broadening of the rules' interpretation.

Whether Article XX could be used unilaterally to restrict trade with transnational
environmental problems (without the 'chapeau" of an international agreement), has been widely
contested. Some argue that the transnational nature of the problem, namely actual damage to
a third party, would change the interpretation of Article XX vis-a-vis trade sanctions. It has also
been argued that, if moral suasion and compensation do not work, trade measures could be both
"necessary" and the only tool available for the importer to stop environmental harm. For
example, if Sweden suffered from pollution originating in Poland, and efforts at negotiation and
compensation have not succeeded, Sweden could argue that trade sanctions are the only way to
influence behavior in Poland. The Dolphin Panel ruled in principle against any extra-territorial
application of the Article.

With bilateral or regional problems, unilateral use of the article would run into numerous
difficulties. When is acid rain harmful? How is this to be determined? How broadly is the

X GAIT rules recognize the need for trade sanctions or restrictions under some circumstances.
Article XXI:c, for example, exempts signatories complying with trade embargoes initiated by
the United Nations for the purposes of maintaining international peace and security. Article
XX:h exempts multilateral commodity agreements under certain conditions.

21 Some exceptions are made for certain fresh agricultural products.
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environment defined? Could trade be restricted, if one country does not protect bears or flies
in a same way as another? If Sweden is depleting its iron ore resources faster than Norway
likes, could Norway restrict imports from Sweden?

International environmental conventims may conflict with GAiT rules as a result of the
instruments used (trade restrictions) and the treatment of non-signatories (non-discrimination).
There are numerous international agreements on environmental issues, but very few contain trade
policies as either instruments or sanctions. At least two - CITES on endangered species, and
the Basel Convention on trade in hazardous waste - include trade measures as commonly agreed
instruments of environmental protection. The Montreal Protocol and Basel Convention contain
trade measures as sanctions against non-signatories. The International Whaling Convention only
agrees common objectives (see Annex II).

In the absence of a waiver, most of the trade instruments or sanctions used in
international agreements would have to be justified under the exceptions given in Article XX.
Additional trade friction may arise from the taxation provisions of the basic articles (see box 5).
To comply with the scope of Article XX, the signing of the treaty would itself suggest
acceptance of the existence of an environmental problem among the parties concerned. Problems
could arise with non-signatories. In any case, GAIT may have to judge whether the treaty fits
the scope of the Article; the definition of waste in the Basel Conventiot. ncludes metal scrap,
for example, and may therefore run into problems with GAIT rules. Restrictions on trade in
scrap metal are only quesdonably covered by the protection of non-exhaustible natural resources.

Whether policies chosen would meet the necessary criteria would have to be judged on
a case by case basis. When treaties define their instruments, it can be argued that the policies
chosen constitute the best solution available. But the necessity of the CITES trade ban on ivory,
for example, has now been questioned by several researchers (Barbier et al., 1991). A better
means to the protection of the elephant would be to create incentives for its preservation by local
inhabitants, coupled with herd management policies by the relevant governments. Other options
would be to ban all sources of demand - both domestic and foreign - or to impose an export tax.
The present export ban may be even counterproductive, since it tends to lower the price of tusks,
thus creating new sources of demand in less effectively controlled export markets, and revives
incentives for smuggling.

The Basel Convention's rules on trade deal with products carrying a high health risk; this
can facilitate the justification of trade controls as 'necessary". If metal scrap is included, the
necessity of the controls becomes more questionable; bans and restrictions are ur.ikely to be the
least trade distorting procedures for recycling scrap. In developing countries that lack disposal
facilities or adequate administrative infrastructure, the conditional import ban may be easier to
justify as necessary.

Since the Montreal Protocol leaves the application of instruments to its signatories, GAiT
compatibility may arise in connection with some of the particular measures subsequently
adopted, such as, for example, an import ban on products produced using CFCs, although not
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The treatment of non-signatories in
international environmental conventions raises issues with the non-discrimination requirement
of Article XX. One view is that the provisions of Article XX can accommodate some
discrimination. The preamble's wording - "where the same conditions prevail' - could make
the Montreal Protocol and Basel Convention trade ban on free-riders compatible with the GATr,
since the obligations undertaken by signatories and non-signatories would differentiate them in
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time and substance.' Discrimination would then be justified as necessary. The drafters of the
Montreal Protocol believed that the trade measures applied would be GAIT consistent. Others
now contend that a strict interpretation of Article XX does not allow for any discrimination.
The Dolphin Panel stated that Article XX does not discriminate between national and
international environmental problems. Any departures from this standard of non-discrimination
would have to be justified by waivers or amendments to GAlT's rules for the environment.

In principle, GAIT has no basic conflict with international environmental agreements.
GArT rules can be interpreted to discipline the use of trade measures as environmental policies,
and allow them as sanctions under exceptional circumstances, if all other options have been
exhausted. GATT rules promote the search for cooperative solutions. But as the disparity of
interpretations demonstrates, it is important that GAIT rules be clarified. Waivers can also
cause problems, if the number of relevant treaties or GAIT-inconsistent policies is large. In
addition, extensive waiver use could lead to an unnecessary disruption of trade and weakening
of the trade rules. In the end this would do little to achieve environmental ends, given the
second best nature of trade instruments.

V. The Environment - a Challenge to GATT?

The environment is likely to become one of the major trade issues of the 1990s.
Environmental groups continue to press for trade instruments to have a larger role in addressing
environmental problems and thus for appropriate modifications of GAIT. Differences in
standards or policies can provide politically compelling justification for unfair trade.
Unilateralism within trade disputes is on the increase. More stringent environmental standards
are likely to increase costs of productione and cause industries to ally in lobbying for trade
restrictions. Although past studies have shown that environmental costs are only a modest share
of total costs, they are likely to increase in the future. Even in countries with the highest
standards, the state of the environment provides a graphic reminder of the insufficient accounting
of environmental costs. To the cost of higher standards, must be added the future costs of
dealing with environmental degradation of the global commons. The resultant tensions are likely
to pose a major challenge to the international trading system; already, calls for an immediate
environmental Round in the GAIT have multiplied. Certainly, as the preceding discussion has
shown, there is a need for GAiT rule clarifications, but there is no need to modify GA1T as

= Signatories have undertaken obligations to reduce the use of CFCs over time. The import
ban applies immediately for non-signatories.

I The recent European carbon tax proposal would amount to a USS 10 increase in the price
of oil, thus raising petrol prices by 6%, industrial gas prices by a third and coal by 60% over
the decade. But as energy tends to be a small share of most companies' costs of production
(some 3-4% in Germany, for example) the overall impact would still be modest. Coupled with
many other planned environmental taxes and regulations, their cumulative impact on
producers will be to increase costs.
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such.

Most extreme proposals come from environmental groups. These proposals are
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refrain from permitting the use of trade measures as instruments of environmental policy and the
unilateral use of trade sanctions against environmentally damaging behavior, both national and
international. Third, past experience with fine-tuning trade rules calls for a cautious approach.
Statements of principle should be weighed against potential abuses from attempts to define future
rules.

Markets and incentives. The role of markets and incentives in influencing behavior is
hard to over-emphasize. The inclusion of environmental costs in prices provides incentives to
change behavior and to promote resource-saving technological progress. The response to
increased energy prices since the early 1970s provides a clear example; in Germany, washing
machines now use 55% less energy than in 1970.4

The role of markets is also apparent in the increased consumer awareness about
environmental issues that has developed over the past five years. Company attitudes have
changed dramatically. Awareness-building by environmental groups has played an important
role. Consumers will now pay premiums for green products, and a clean environmental record
is becoming a valuable corporate asset. Government's and consumer groups have influenced
environmental behavior with labelling schemes and educational campaigns. Technology transfer
and financial assistance are changing behavior in developing countries.

Non-discriminatory product labelling is GAIT compatible. The Dolphin Panel stated that
tuna products can be sold freely both with and without the "Dolphin Safe' label. The advantage
bestowed by the label depends solely on the free choice of consumers. The validity of such
information can be subjected to consumer challenges. Shareholders are already checking their
companies' environmental records and firms are making buying managers accountable for the
environmental impact of their decisions. Early adapters are likely to gain a competitive edge.

Higher imposed standards serve no environmental purpose, if there are no incentives for
their application or enforcement. A striking example of this is the Communist experiment in
eastern Europe. In many cases, stated environmental standards were among the highest in the
world. But, since the system provided no incentives to meet those standards, the result was
ecological disaster. Similarly, applying industrial country standards in developing countries
would in many instances provide no effective environmental protection, given the lack of
enforcement mechanisms and resources. What is needed instead, is the transfer of technology
and financial assistance. Much can be learned from the attempts to impose labor standards
world wide; many such standards are not implemented locally.

Banning unilateralism. The success of unilateral sanctions in producing lasting
behavioral changes is questionable. First, unilateralism can lead to the imposition of
inappropriate values. As many environmental problems are subject to uncertainty or value
judgements, unilateral decisions on national, transnational or global issues can lead to eco-

24 Financial Times (April 3, 1991).
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imperialism. Bad policies may simply be
exported world-wide (see box 7). Second, BoxI7. Unilatealism 'ad Protection of
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environmental problem by reducing income ; policy. .
from trade. Banning wood exports from many v
developing countries would lower their income,
and thus reduce further the resources available
for environmental protection. Lower incomes could also worsen poverty, which in itself
contributes to many environmental problems. In Eastern Europe trade bans designed to close
down nuclear reactors could deprive some countries of their main energy resource. The result
would be cuts in production and further reductions in already modest incomes. Again, what is
needed is a cooperative approach involving technological transfer and financial help.

Caution with rules. More specific rules for the application of GATr's basic principles
should be developed extremely cautiously. Operationalizing highly abstract concepts can create
more problems than it solves. Despite many attempts in the GATr to improve the dumping and
subsidy rules, the provisions remain widely abused. It has been difficult to find commonly
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acceptable, operational definitions of the difficult concepts involved. Furthermore, any effect-
based rules leave much room for abuse and risk contributing little to better environmental
management.

VI. Conclusions

The previous discussion has shown that existing GATr rules have little conflict with
legitimate environmental policies. This is because the source of most environmental problems
is not trade, but rather prices that do not reflect environmental cost, subsidies to environmentally
damaging activities, or unclear property rights. Furthermore, GA1T imposes few constraints
on the setting of domestic standards and environmental policies. There is therefore no
environmental need to modify the GA1T. On the contrary, by limiting the use of trade
measures, which make for poor environmental policies, GATT rules support good environmental
practice. By restricting unilateral recourse to trade sanctions, GATT rules respect sovereignty
and help contain power-based abuse of the trading system.

In a number of areas the rules are subject to wide-ranging interpretation and would
benefit from clarification. This applies especially to GATT's relationship with international
agreements, and also, in some cases, to the unilateral use of trade sanctions. Industries and
policy-makers also call for clearer rules for the application of environmental policies with trade
effects. Any attempt at unilateralism should be avoided. A closer look reveals some anomalies
in the GAIT with regard to environmental policy; these may merit further discussion. GAIT
rules on border adjustment may encourage the use of indirect policies, since these can be
extended to competing imports. Indirect policies can lead to environmental costs being passed
on to importers, or to double taxation of environmental costs. Legitimate policies may be left
out for lack of specific reference to the environment in Article XX. GATT subsidy rules may
constrain burden-sharing options for environmental policies.

In the 1990s, environmental concerns and issues are likely to continue to challenge the
GAiT. Environmental groups and industries struggling with higher environmental costs wil
continue to call for more use of trade instruments as a form of environmental policy.
Clarification of the GAIT rules would undoubtedly help counter these pressures and help
redirect attention towards the true causes of environmental damage.
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Annex I INTERPRETATION OF ARTICLE XX EXCEPTIONS
Acoording to the GAiT Panel Reports

CASE I

US-MEXICO:

US embargo on imports of tuna from Mexico
caught with purse-seine nets that kill
dolphins. The embargo also extended to
countries exporting products containing
tuna from Mexico.
Panel Report 3 September 1991, DS21/R.

MAIN ARGUMENTS PANEL FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION

Meidco:

* internal regulations on producers could not be imposed - Article III covers measures applied to
on imported products 'products as suche - regulations governing
- "tuna associated with dolphins" like product with tuna the taking of dolphins incidental to the
- conditions for foreign fleets discriminatory - US taking of tuna could not affect tuna as a
fleets know their Idll rate before the season, foreigners product
after the season. v embargo not 'necessay'f - US could have
- application of Article XX confined to one's own proposed an international agreement on
territory dolphin protection

not necessary - Intemational conference better - Articles XX (b,g) cannot be applied extra-
U.S: tenitorialy
- measure an internal regulation applied non-discrimi- - labelling requirements do not restrict
natorily - a processing method affecting the product the sale of tuna products
- embargo necessary for dolphin protection * Article XX cannot be used to set import
- Article XX(g) did not specify location of the restrictions for differences in environmental
exhaustible natural resource regulation of producers.
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CASE 2

US-Thailand:
Restrictions on the impons of
cigarettes maintained by the Royal Thai
government. Special advice was required
from WHO.
See Panel Report on S Oct.l990.
(DS1O/R Restricted)

MAIN ARGU?WENT

Tbailand: Thai action within the scope of Article XXb
because: - it was part of a public health olicyu

there was a need to decrease tobacoo
consumption harmful to health.

- US cigarettes were more harmful than Tbai ones.
US: - there was no domestic restrictions comgarable
an import prohibition,

- rised the nalional treatment issue.

-The WHO underlinod the potential danger of letting big
tobacco multinationals enter the Thai market. Tlere would
be no possibility for the poorly-financed public health
proermMme to comnete with the marketing budeet of these

PANEL FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION

-The Panel acknowledged the possibility of the priority
of buman hat over trade Uberalization.

- It referred to the findings of the Patent Case.
The main poimt was that the measure was not considered
the least Inconsistent measure with GATE.

An immediate parallel was drawn between the use of
ncsart in parerah XXd (Patent Case) and its
usc in pagagh X.

- The Thai measure was found to be inoDnsistent with
GATT provisions and not necessarywithin the meaning
of Article XXb.
Other measures were found to be as efficient and more
consistent with the GA1T: ban on unhealthy substances
in cigarettes, ban on advertisement...
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CASE 3

EEC anti-dumping regulation on imports
of parts and components.
In order to prevent the circumvention
of the AD) regulation, the EEC issued a
new regulation imposing dutdes on oroducl£
assembled or mroduced in the EEC when the
finished product was subject to AD duty.
See Panel Report on 22.M1Mrs990
(U.6657)
RBeul:
The EEC observation of the Panel
recommendations was deferred to the end
of the Uruguay Round negotiations on the
AntmiDumping Code.

MAIN ARGUMEN73

Lanai: - only the measures that aim to enforoe the
obUgations fell within the scope of Article XXd.

- the only part of the regulation that requires
enforcement is the part estabUshing the obligation to
pay anti-dumping duties

EC:- the requirement of Artide XXd that the measure
aims to "secure complance with* should be interpreted
more broadly to cower zot only the enforcement of laws
per se but also actions reventing the undermininp of
the obectives of the jaws.

PANEL FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION

- Except for the anti-drcumvention provision, the
EECADlawsareassumedotinconsisentwithOA1Tr
obliations.

* Artidle XXd authorizes, measures aiming to "secure
compliance withW laws and regulations as such and not

oblecl XT securecmpliance with means to enlbore
obUgations under laws and regulations and not 'to eswue
the attainment of the objectives of the lawsg.

* EC measures to avoid circumvention of AD rules are
not justified under the excptions of XXd.



CASE 4 34-

U-aada:
Measures affecting e3spo o

Two regulation orders under the
Canadian Fisheries Act of 1979 have
been promulgated in 1984 concerning
the export prohibition of certain
species of herring and salmon.
See Panel Report on 22 March 1988.
(35'Vr/98)

MAIN ARGUMENTS PANEL FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION

Canada: Canadian action within the scope of T here was evidence of the existence of a broad
Article 2XX because: conservation programme for the species mentioned in

Canada.
t they were part of a global conservation

regime, - Article XXg does not state how the trade measures
- they were not consenration measures ner se to be related to conseration and to domestic restico
but had important conservation effects, poticies.
- it referred to the Tuna PaneL
M - the problem was not the conservation - The Article XXg does not carry any reference to the

policy but the nermissibilitv of trade measures necessay' or *essental'. The conclusion is therefore:
prohibiting the export of unprocessed fish that 'while a trade measure did not have to be necessary or
had already been harvested, essential to the conservation of an exhaustible naturl

t the measures aimed at the protection of resouroe, it bad to be PnmaM-l aimed at the coraton
Canadian processors. of an exhaustible natural resource to be considered as

*rclating to' conseration within the meaning of Article
XXg'. Consequently, "a trade measure could therefore
the view of thte Panel only be considered to bc made
effecively'in conjunction with production restrictions
it was rimlv aimed at renderini effective these
restrictions". 3

-Ile conclusion was that the Canadian measures were
not conservation measures, and did not limit access tO
salmon and herring supplies in general but only in an
unprocessed form, and therefore did not aim primarily
at conservation of salmon and herring stocks.

2 In the Tuna PaneL since there was no domestic restrictions, there had been no need to
interpret the terms relatdng to' or "in conjunction with'.

3 Both quotations are made from paragraph 4.6, 35SM98.
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CASE S EEC-USA4

Question of comvatibilitv of the Section 337
of the Tariff Act o 1930 with GATr
obligations both in general and in the
Aramid Fibres case.
See Panel Report on ,16 January 18.
(LU6439)
Result:
The US observation of the Panel
recommendations is conditioned upon the
outcome of Uruguay Round negotiations on
intellectual property rights projected
for mid-1991

MAIN ARGUMENTS

US US actions within the scope of Article XXd because
- procedures were necessarv to secure comRliance with

US law for the protection of patents,
- section 337 of the Tariff Act should be considered
as a means of enforcement of measures neessuy to
to secure compliance with national laws,
- the question is not whether individual facets of
Section 337 were necessary for the enforcement
but the Section as a whole system.
E £ the use of the tern 'necesayZ implies that
the least trade-restrictive measure should be
applied.

PANEL FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION

- Measures must meet three conditions to faU within
*the scope of Article XXd: consistency of the laws with
which compliance is to be secured, the neesinx
criterion, the nonzdiscriminatory nature.

.'Te Contracting Party is bound to use the measure
the least inconsistent with other GATT provisions.

Section 337 should not be considered as a system
this would favor the implicit acceptation of elements
are not necess.

- Problems of jurisdiction awr, and enforcement against
foreign parties justify using certain remedies against
Imgorts that ae not used against domestic goods - in
remorders, automaticenforcement by customs officials,
and, in _cafuy defined ciumtance, genefal elusion
orders.

- No Ardcle XXd justifkcation existed for the other less
favorable aspocs of Secion 337.



CASE 6 -36-

Canada-US:
US import restrictions of certain
automotive spring assemblies.
Referred to as the Patent Case.
After a natent infrineemen'
(violation by a Canadian firm of
section 337 of the US tariff Act
of 1930), the imports of some
automotive spring assemblies were
excluded from entry and sale in
the US.
See Panel Report on 26 May 1983.
(306/107)

MAIN ARGUNMNI PANEL FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION

US: US actions within the scope of Article XXd - The protection of patents is explicitlv mentioned in
because: - procedures were necessary to secure Article XXd.
compliance with US law for the protection of - Article XXd provides for measures inconsistent with
patents, Ani provs for tosue inconformity

- section 337 of the Tariff Act should OAThT obligations the possibil to be in conformiqt
be considered as a means of enforcement of with them provided the national laws were not
measures necessary to secure compliance with inconsistent with the GATT. Te US law is cnsistent
national ws. with the U IaIT.
Canada: - US acton resulted in a differential The US measure not applie in a maner whic
treatment for imported as opposed to domestic constitute a means of arbitral or unJustifiable dscri-
products not necessary to ensure compliance, mination because the aulusion orderwas dited agist

- the national laws with which aU foreign imports.
compliance was to be secured should not be i was the agglication of the measure and not the
inconsistent with the GAIT provisions.

measure itself ihat needed to be examineda

- It was not a *disguised restriction on trade.

* in order to determine whether the measure was
^necessaryN, it is essential to find out if a
satisfactory and effective alteMnative exdsted.
The US action was found to be necessary
and therefore consistent with GATT provisions.

-Some relativisation of this case was made: there should
be no generalisation of this Panel finding.



CASE 7
- 37 -

Canada-US:
US prohibition of imeors of tLna
and tuna products from Canada.
The situation was hypothetical
since the matter had been settled
bilaterally.
See Panel Report on 22 FEb12
(29S/91)

MAIN ARGUMENTS

US: US actions were within the scope of Article xM
because: - thc subject was an exhaustible
natural resource.

- it was not a discriminatory measure,
- Article XXg applies to measures

relating to conservation (there is no need
that the exclusive effect be conservation),

- measures must be taken iLnconjunction
!itb measures aiming at the restriction of domestic
production or consumption.

Canada: * US actions were a countervailing
action to the Canadian seizure of US vessels,

* domestic restrictions existed but
not for these particular species.

PANEL FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION

- Abe measure was neither 'arbitrarily nor
unjustifiaby discriminating against Canada
because similar measures were applied to
other countries for siMrnir ras2n_s.
- It was not a ^disguised restriction' on trade
because it was a Dub1lclY announced trade measurM.

- Tbe measures were wonsidered to be relating to
the conservation of exhaustible natural resources.

- There was no evidence that the measures were
taken in conjunction with restrictions on domestic
production or consumption. lberefore, the US measures
failed to conform to the requirements of paragraph XXg.

TbIs has led to some controversy so far. Canada expressed its disagreement with such

a criterion. See HUDEC R.E in 'Enforcing International Trade Law:
GAT' Disvute Settlements in the 80's', the Appendix 'GAIT Legal Complaints 194849.

Draft, September 1990, University of Minnesota Law School, p 102.



ANNEX I: KEY FEATURES OF FOUR GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL AGREEMENTS

1. INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION for the REGUIATION of WHALING

Trade Measurs Impact and Trade Issues

SIgnature: 1946, Washington The Commission is allowed to adopt There has been an extensive recourse to the
regulations for the conservation and scientific escape clause. Countries like

Entry Into fore: November 1948 utilization of whale stocks (e.g. young or Japan, Norway and Iceland have continued to
milking whales cannot be killed, operate 'scientific research programmes in
determination of fred stocks, number of order not to have to close down their

Objective: international regulation of whale whales to be caught). commercial whaling operatioIs. Japan
fisheries to ensure proper conservation and recently claimee that whaling was essential to
development of whale stocks. Parties are obliged to take measures to maintain its coastal communities and

enforce these regulations. cultures.

Partidpadon: Contracting Government may grant to any of Despite the moratorium, Japan, USSR and
Ratification by 24 countries its nationals a special permit authorizing that Norway announced a 'temporary stop' to
The most important whale catchers are party to national to kill, take and treat whales for whaling in the Antarctic after the 1987-88
the convention: USSR, Japan and Peru, but also purposes of scentific researcb subject to season only.
Iceland, Norway. restrictions. Throughout the rest of the moratorium
Fishing grounds are the Antarctic waters for period, Japan caught on average more than
80% of the world catch Main instruments are recommendations by 280 whales per year.
Major products coming from whales are whale IWC For example, in 1982, the Commission
and sperm oiL decided a moratorium on commercial Although the International Whaling
The treaty is managed by the International whaling for five years from 1986 omnards. Commission lacks real enforcement power as
Whaling Commission (IWC) Japan, Norway and the Soviet Union filled a an international body, it has had enough

formal objection, which released them from moral persuasion power. It has been quite
the legal obligation to abide by the whaling effective overall. Since the 70's, the overall
restrictions. world catch as well as the production of

whale oil has decreased to a somewhat
insignificant amount



2. CONVENTION on INTERNATIONAL TRADE b ENDANGERED SPECIES of WILD FAUNA and FLORA (CITES)

Trade !..cAsmrOs Impact and Trade Issues
Signature: March 1973 Trade in certain species is regulated: Several products are affected by the CITES

- for the species listed in Appendix I: trade is trade measures: zoo animals, raw hides and
Entry Into force: July 1975 subject to particularly strict regulation and skins, food preparations, ivory.

authorized only in exceptional circumstances;
Objective: cooperation for the protection of - for the species listed in Appendix II: trade Farming of certain species (crocodiles,
certain species of wild fauna and flora against is subject to strict regulation or to be turtles) can be inhibited by the CITES since
overexploitation through international trade. brought under effective control; international legislation makes obtaining

- for species listed in Appendix III, brood stocks, selling skins and shells. even
Three categories of species are covered by the cooperation might be needed. from fanned stocks, difficult
Convention (respecively Appendix 1, 11 and III): Trade in fanned crocodilian skins and meat

- species endangered with extinction which are Trade measures are issued according to need. is important especially for large producers
or may be affected by trade: apes, lemurs, river For instance, in 1989, the Convention issued like Zimbabwe, the USA, South Africa.
dolphins, marine tunles, some crocodiles... a recommendation requiring all Parties to In many countries party to the Convention,

- species liable to be threatened by trade: implement stricterdomestic controls on trade there is an important incentive to smuggle v
some otters, dolphins, African elephants, birds of in African ivory under Appendix I listing due to the gap between world demand and
paradise, black corals and most cacti... with immediate effect: the import ban on supply. Some countries have become a

- species that individual countries wish to ivory. wildlife supermarket with lack of legislation
protect. to control the trade in species from other

Parties are required to take measures to countries.
These appendices are not fixed lists and subject enforce the Convention, including measures Fictious documentation is used to evade
to regular review due to the specific "to penalize trade in, or possession of, such individual country bans.
developments of the natural population stocks. specimens, and measures of 'confiscation' or The Convention can be effective as shown by

return to the State of export of the specimen. the frequent down-listing of animal species
Partcipation: from Appendix I to Appendix 11, thus
As of June 1992, 115 countries have ratified the Trade restrictions for non-signatories are the revealing that stocks of natural populations
CITES. The main importing and exporting same as for signatories. have recovered. But relative effectiveness
countries of listed animal and plant species are does not mnean greatest efficiency in achieving
party to the CITES. Panies are allowed to take stricter domestic the objective. Since the main source of

measures including complete prohibition for problems is sustainable management of
trade in endangered species. stocks, more efficient policies are likely to be

resource management.



3 BASEL CONVENTION the CONTROL of TRANSBOUNDARY MOVEMENTS of HAZARDOUS WASTE _Mdwe DISPOSAL

Trade Measures Impact and Tnade Issues
Sig_at:. March 1989 Tbe general obligations of the Panies are: - measures increases the cost of lrade
Eatbe 1.4 rew: May 1992 - they have ie right to prohibit the import - ban on export undermines least cost

of hazardous and otber waste and should solutions to waste disposal and recovety
prohibit the eqpo if the importing country - can be justified for developing countries

Objle: to protectountrks from the dumping does not consent in writing to the specific with no facilities and weak administration
of hardous waste by controlling the cross- import; capacities
border movements of the waste. Illegal Iraffic of - trade in hazardous waste with non-parties is 'Mere Is substantial trade in various scrap
hazardous waste from Western Europe to banned; metals and waste which can be affected by
Eastem Europe, from the North to the South - transbouny movement shall only be the measures Tle measures are likely to
discovered in the 198Qs influenced the treaties. allowed if the State of export does not have raise costs of disposal and reycling - which

the technical capacity to dispose of the waste, can reduce recycling and induce more
The maia categories of wste subject to or if the waste are required as a raw material resource depletion.
regulation are cbemical products like clinical and for reccling or for recovery industries in the
pharmaceutical waste, waste from solvents, from State of import (This is not defined, Incentive to join for net importers of scrap
plasstk, wast coDntaining trces of oertain metals however.); metal not clear - for net exporters it depends
like lead, copper, cadmium, zinc..., and waste - illegal traffic is to be punished; on what kind of waste they trade and on
from households. - each Party has the duty to take appropriate their domestic environmental policies for °

measures to prevent and punish illegal traffic. re'ycling.
Parlclptlo: Parties can apply sanctions and
As of May 1992, 104 countries have signed the countervailing measures against Illegal traffic The ban on waste export and import might
Convention, and 22 countries bave ratified i under very broad criteria. harm numerous recovery industries in non-
Many net importers of waste from different Parties: lead scrap, copper scrap, ferrous raw
origins are countries not party to the The present definition of 'bazardous waste materials. The convention can have a
Convention: Australia, Japan, Korea, Pakistan, is very wide - it includes many scrap metals negative impact on recycling of ferrous and
Peru. Main prduces of waste have also stayed that are at border ie. The question of what non-ferrous metal.
outside (EC, US, Japan). is a potentially hazardous is ambiguous due Major exporters are Western Europe and

to the incidence of many parameters like North Ameria, and the leading importers
Geral principle of the Agreement: trade in duration, exposur.. are Asian countries especially Japan and
hazardous waste should be limited. Waste South Korea.
should be disposed of in the State where they
were generated. , Among clear beneficiaries are primary metal

producers.



4. MONTREAL PROTOCOL om SUBSTANCES t DEPLETE the OZONE LAYER

Trae Mesrs Impact and Trade Isss

Associated to the Vienna Cowention for the The methods of impkmentatlon of the - CFCs are a small sbare in total oosts,
Prxectin of the Ozone Layer Feducion is left to the Panies lbemnselves, substitutes are available at reasonable cost

- all producers and main consumers haveSInature: September 1987 Trade in substances and products with CFCs signed, non-signatories are net importers;
Entry Into rme: Januaty 1989 with countries not party is banned: - future potential for production and
Amene: June 1990 in London - ban on the imports of the substances consumption in non-signatories important

controled In Annex A from non-Parties after -availability of cheap substitutes may impedeObjenw : progressive elimination of the Januasy 1990; shift of CFC production to non-signatories.
consumption and production of substances - ban on the expors of Annex A products to
depleting the ozone layer in order to decrease non-Panies after Januaqy 1993; Two groups of industries cowerned by thethe global emission of chlorofluorocarbons. - establishment of a list of products containing trade measures: chemical industay producing

the controlled substances in Annex A before and consuming CFCs, and the major end-usersSubstances controlled by the Protocol in 1987 January 1992, and within a year ban on the of CFCs: refrigeration, aerosols, solvents, air(Annex A): import of those products from non-Paries; conditioning.
- five fluorocarbons: CFC-11, CFC-12, CFC- - determination before January 1994 of the If trade in fluorocarbons is mainly intra-party
113, CFC-114, CFC-115; feasibility of import control measures for trade, this is not the case for the main end-
- three bromofluorocarbons: halon-1211, products produced with, but not containing users of CFC-stechnology. Eg. Kot;ea is anhalon-1301, hablon-2402. t he substances listed in Annex A and B. important exporter of cooling products to

non-Parties. Eiectronics are exported toIn the London amendments, three issues were In the London amendments of June 1990, the signatory countries.
sddressed: coverage, stringency and timiltg of, first Ihree paragraphs have been added a bis in Reductions based on use not emissions mainand panicipation to the ProtocoL lbe phasing order to determine speific time schedule for source of inefficiency, not free-riders
out was shoned to be completed by 2000 the products of Annex B.
and new substances were introduced i6 the
phasing out process.2 Trade control measures ae more restrictive Money and lechnolog transfer may be more

for non-signatories than for signatories: trade impotant than trade saions to induce
aldkpde: In April 1991,66 countries hd In controlled substas is prohibited with panicipation.

ratified tbe Protocol, representing more than non-Parties whereas no trade restrictions are
90% of the global consumption and most of clearly defined among Panries.
the producion of the regulated CFCs and
halos.. A discrepanq exists between the 1990 and (continued)

1993 deadlines espectively set up for the bans



The major countries not party to the Protocol on imports and exports from, to non-Parties.
are especially newly industrialized countries
and developing ones: India, China, South
Korea, Turkey, Israel, Indonesia, Algeria...
(not importers of CFCs)

1. Teir ect name h CFC-11, trichkbuosmetbhae CFC-12, dicdrluomethane; CFC-113, t chWofluometanea CFC-114, dichlomtctrafluomethane;CFC-CFC-lIS, champentafluomethan, halon-1211, bromochbedifuomethane halon-1301, bromotrifluornthane; halon-2402, dibromotetrafluowhane,almot not commegciaied.

2 Addition ew subuanm in the amendments of 1990 (Annse B):
- CFC-13, CFC-ll1, CFC-211, CFC-212, CFC-213, CFC-214, CFC-21S, CFC-216, CFC-217: these substnas arm used in much smalkr quantities thanthe subsances regubted by the Protoool of 1987;
- carbon tetracblord (abo used in the abrication of CFC-11 and CFC-12) and methyl chlorofom;
- partisy hab enak td CFCa theme substances wem considrd a the fi6t eay altenatives to the CFCs regubted in 1987.
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